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Note: At the time of this lecture series in late 1969, Feynman was heavily involved in the particle physics and experimental research leading to his "parton" theory which complimented quark theory. Since the topics he set out to lecture on took him afield, the preparation and research he had to do to prepare the lectures became too time consuming and he had to give the lecture series up.

I decided to include what I had here even though they are incomplete and well dated now. My reason to include them is only to give the scientific community a look into the "dynamic range" of Feynman's inquisitive nature. I have learned that Feynman most likely drew upon Seymour Benzer for insight into this series on microbiology and biophysics. Benzer had started out as a physicist but with the discovery of the structure and nature of the DNA molecule he changed over to the emerging field of biophysics and genetics. As a CalTech colleague of Feynman, he apparently communicated with Feynman whose intellectual curiosity led him into this lecture series.

Those of us at the labs shared his curiosity in this emerging field even though Hughes Aircraft Company had nothing to do with this scientific pursuit. That could not be said, however, of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) that continues today to advance our medical and biological understandings. The ultimate sale of HAC in the mid 80's provided over $5B in "endowment" to the HHMI.

Feynman was always seeking to better understand nature and our world. This series of topics just demonstrates Feynman's interest to look outside of his known field of expertise. We should think about how our own professional focus can limit us in better understanding the interrelationships of all scientific endeavors. Today, that appreciation is reflected in multi-disciplinary study courses that represents non-linear teaching at all levels of educations. While we need very knowledgable specialists in a given field, we need well educated individuals who have developed an interest to see the interrelationships of physics to chemistry, biology, neuroscience, nanotechnology, etc.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE ON BIOLOGY

3 Nov. 69

Today, I want to be a new subject matter. I have decided
the subject I will talk about will be biology. The lectures could
go on forever because there are so many related topics, e.g., biophysics,
biochemistry, molecular biology, genetics, physiology, ecology,
that the project is envision is enormous. Again I will be guided
to a large extent by the questions you raise and the direction
they lead me.

To find an appropriate starting point is an impossible job.
The subject matter differs from chemistry and physics in some
significant ways. All the related fields of biology to a great
extent are independent. The reason for this is biology lacks
a basic foundation of fundamental laws; laws developed by theory
and proven to be true by experiment. We will find very little mathematics
as we go through the material. Basic algebra and calculus
will suffice. Lacking this underlying unifying thread, as in physics,
I have found it most difficult to organize the material in a
meaningful way.

I have tried to orient the subjects on a scale ranging
from the very small (the electron, nucleus, atom, molecule regime) to
the very large scale where many biological systems
interact in a closed environment (this is the field of ecology).
Thus I plan, sooner or later, to span the biological spectrum
from the submolecular level to the grandiose ecological level.
It is my plan to start at the molecular level and work my way up.

Biology, or more properly, classical biology is based upon
observations and experiments with living organisms, organs, and cells.
Classical biology deals with life on the multicellular and single
cellular level; for below the single cell life is not said to exist.
Plants and animals are categorized into species, groups, phyla,
and kingdoms. The basis of categorization are common traits, features,
resemblances. The trick to understanding the subject matter is to
learn what the common elements are among the various organisms.
Somewhat at odds with the ideas of classical biology is the more recent field of molecular biology. The new approach assumes that the chemical constituents, separated from the cell and studied with sufficient subtlety and detail, react according to known chemical and physical laws in a manner which can account for life. It is proposed that life may even reside in a single cellular constituent. Thus molecular biology deals exclusively on the single cell level.

Cells have been found to have several key common features:
1. Cellular chemical reactions are all governed by catalysts.
2. Basic chemical process is to convert glucose to CO₂.
3. Cells must be able to reproduce.

The chemical reactions can be very complicated and involve many sequences each requiring a certain catalyst to make it go. However, all forms of life require the energy from the sun to sustain the chemical reactions and ultimately to sustain life. In plants the sun's energy is absorbed directly through the substance chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is subsequently broken down into a more stable chemical energy form. The chlorophyll, therefore, couples the sun's energy through photon excitation of its own atomic structure into a stable chemical-electric substance. The most common electrochemical storage process is to use the energy of the excited electron to separate water, H₂O. Oxygen is released to the atmosphere while hydrogen joins other molecules.

The plants the absorb the energy from the sun; animals come along, eat the plants, and release the stored energy. The whole process represents one gigantic chemical factory. The catalysts, or enzymes, make the whole thing work but don't get consumed themselves. Enzymes are basically made of proteins and proteins represent the general construction unit of life.

Our study will begin by understanding those chemical reactions going on inside the cell and from there continue on.
I should mention the two great assumptions made in the field of biology:

1. The environment of all living things is based on the earth environment back to the birth of the planet about 4 billion years ago. As a consequence of this assumption it is postulated that the long history of evolution has led from the carbon molecule to the single cell, and finally to the highly specialized multicellular body.

2. All phenomena associated with the happenings of a living being can be explained in physical-chemical terms. At one time it was felt that cells were not subject to the normal laws of nature and may possess strange qualities. Today the biologist strives for the physical-chemical explanation of the events he observes.

The first assumption limits the range of possibilities of how life on this planet originated. The possibility of being a transplanted society from another planet is not considered. That is not to say life does not exist somewhere else in the universe. It would be impossible to assume that life on another planet would be like ours. It is almost incredible just understanding how it evolved here. Many accidents have occurred along the evolution path. Not only are there many other forms of life possible which may or may not rely on a carbon cycle but silicon could replace carbon and a large number of additional possibilities become possible. In fact it's almost inconceivable that atoms can acquire "consciousness" and many times it is necessary to resort to an explanation like "God did it."

But we have learned to understand the key of life, DNA, and how it works. How it manages to duplicate itself while at the same time make the machinery for future reproduction has been a long-time mystery but now we think we understand. Many times in the process of reproducing the
Sheet of instructions gets soured up and the copy is no good. Sometimes the copy is real good and it works better so it survives. But as the organism become more complex each new change appears to be for the worse. It is analogous to the law of organization in today's society: every change looks like its for the worse.
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

I'll begin my lectures by first considering organic chemistry. The poor guy who has to learn all the material in organic chemistry just to make the millions of different compounds. We won't worry about how to manufacture organic compounds but rather concentrate on what they are and why they are important to biology.

Carbon is the most important element followed by oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and then about a dozen or so lesser elements involved in the chemistry of man. Some of the other key elements are phosphorus, sulphur, sodium, potassium, iodine, iron, chlorine and manganese. We'll start with carbon.

Carbon has 6 electrons 2 of which form the closed s-shell and 4 valence electrons. Carbon likes to gain or lose these four electrons in order to get to a lower energy state. One way to do achieve the minimum energy state is to be surrounded by for hydrogen ions H+ and thus achieve a stable octet arrangement. Symbolically this is denoted as $\text{H} : \text{C} : \text{H}$ where the two paired dots represent shared electrons which are in two different spin states but occupy the same space. CH4 is more commonly known as methane. When electrons are shared like this the bond is called a covalent bond. The other way to achieve a stable electron configuration is for the carbon to give up its 4 electrons, E.G. Chlorine is quite willing to accept an electron so four chlorine atoms will neutralize the carbon.

Now there are a lot of different substitution possible when considering two or more carbon atom such as ethane, C2H6 or symbolically $\text{H} : \text{C} : \text{H}$ alternately denoted by $\text{H} - \text{C} - \text{H}$.
In this molecule the hydrogen atoms can rotate freely about the C-C bond. In general rotation can occur about a single bond while it can’t about a double bond.

Other common carbon compounds are:

**Propane (C₃H₈):**

```
  H      H      H
H-C-C-H
C₃H₈
```

**Butane (C₄H₁₀):**

```
  H      H      H      H
H-C-C-C-H
C₄H₁₀
```


And continuing the series through pentane, hexane, heptane, octane, etc. The formulas of all these hydrocarbons conform to the type CₙH₂ₙ₊₂. As you get higher and higher in the molecular weights you come to the waxes. In these substances the chains of atoms become so interconnected that mess looks like a plate of spaghetti with all the ends glued together. Compounds which are derivatives of the methane-ethane-propane series are called saturated hydrocarbons because the carbon valences are all saturated with hydrogen.

In many compounds CH₃ acts as a lump to replace hydrogen; the derivatives are said to belong to the methyl group, e.g. CH₃Cl. Methyl chloride is one such compound H-C-Cl.

Another major grouping of hydrocarbons in saturated structures are the cycloalkanes, alkane standing for the saturated bond and cyclo denoting the closed structure. Such examples are:

**Cyclopropane (C₃H₆):**

```
  H      C      H
H-C-C-H
C₃H₆
```

**Cyclobutane (C₄H₈):**

```
  H  H
H-C-C
C₄H₈
```

Cyclopentane, hexane, heptane, etc.
ALKENES

Another major category of hydrocarbons are formed by double bonds as opposed to the single bonds of the alkanes. The carbon electrons have two valence electrons and are said to be unsaturated hydrocarbons. Alkenes are very reactive as compared to the relatively dull alkanes. An example of an alkene is ethylene, C2H4.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} & \text{C} = \text{C} & \text{H} \\
\text{H} & \text{H} & \\
\end{array}
\]

In the double bond structure both electron pairs are shared by the two carbon atoms. An interesting member of this group is butadiene C4H8, \( \text{H} : \text{C} = \text{C} = \text{C} : \text{H} \). In this compound, the shared electron can run back and form along the carbon chain just like a wire.

ALCOHOLS

Alcohols are hydroxylic derivatives (OH) of alkanes. Methyl alcohol is a common compound of this group.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} & \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} \\
\text{H} & \\
\end{array}
\]

CH3OH : H-C-O-H

Other compounds are higher order multiples of this basic structure, e.g.

- Ethyl alcohol (liquor) : \( \text{H} : \text{C} = \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} \)
- Propyl alcohol \( \text{n-C3H7OH} \) : \( \text{H} : \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} \)
- Isopropyl alcohol \( \text{i-C3H7OH} \) : \( \text{H} : \text{C} - \text{C} - \text{C} - \text{H} \)

Ethyl alcohol \( \text{CH3CH2OH} \) is the general form: ROH where R symbolizes \( \text{CH}_3 \), \( \text{H} \), etc.

These compounds are all characterized by a straight carbon chain. In addition to the single hydroxyl group there is another associated with substituting two OH's as in the case of

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} & \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} & \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} & \text{Glycerin} \\
\text{H} & \text{H} & \text{H} & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} & \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} & \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} \\
\text{H} & \text{H} & \text{H} & \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} & \text{C} - \text{O} - \text{H} \\
\text{H} & \text{H} & \\
\end{array}
\]

7.
CARBONYL COMPOUNDS

Compounds formed with double bonded oxygen are called carbonyl and are of two types: Aldehydes and Ketones.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Aldehyde} & : R - C = O \\
\text{Ketone} & : R' - C = O
\end{align*}
\]

Two examples of aldehydes and ketones are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Formaldehyde} & : H - C = O \\
\text{Acetaldehyde} & : CH_3 - C = O
\end{align*}
\]

An interesting class of substances belonging to this category is the carboxyl group, \( R - C = O \), where \( R \) is a hydrocarbon group.

When \( R = H \) the compound is formic acid, a pungent smelling liquid in ants:

\[
\text{Formic Acid} : H - C = O
\]

Also, if \( R = CH_3 \) we get acetic acid, a sour liquid in vinegar:

\[
\text{Acetic Acid} : CH_3 - C = O
\]

A derivative of the carboxylic acids, a carbonyl compound, is called an ester. The general form of an ester is:

\[
\text{Acid} + \text{Alcohol} \rightarrow \text{Water} + \text{Ester}
\]

Esters have a characteristic fruity flavor and are found in many flowers and fruits.
ASYMMETRIC CARBON COMPOUNDS

AN INTERESTING ACID IS TARTARIC ACID, \( \text{C}_4\text{H}_6\text{O}_5 \), when polarized light shines on the compound the plane of polarization becomes rotated. Many compounds display this property and all have in common a symmetry which is reflected in a mirror. To distinguish compounds which rotate the plane of polarization to the right or the left the terms dextro (d) and levo (l), respectively, are used.

SUGARS

I'd now like to get into a brief description of sugars because from sugars we can move into biochemistry and then biology. Sugars serve in two major capacities in nature. To animals sugars constitute not only a source of energy but also a basic building block in cell structure. Glucose is the basic sugar unit in animals and the digestive process works to breakdown the more complex sugars to this simple unit. In animals plants sugars provide a storage place for the energy absorbed in the photosynthesis process. Also, like in animals, the more complex sugars form structural materials like cellulose in plants.

The simplest sugars are the monosaccharides. These sugars are characterized by their ability to be turned into the basic sugar unit. The general formula for sugars is \( \text{C}_n\text{H}_{2n}\text{O}_n \), and more complex sugars such as disaccharides, trisaccharides, etc. can be formed from the monosaccharides. Sugars are basically straight chain molecules which display an asymmetry. Four common monosaccharides appearing in nature are

D-Glucose  D-Mannose  D-Fructose  D-Galactose

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{D-Glucose} & : \quad \text{CHO} \quad H \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{HO} \quad \text{H} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{OH} \quad \text{H}_2 \\
\text{D-Mannose} & : \quad \text{CHO} \quad \text{H} \\
& \quad \text{HO} \quad \text{H} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{OH} \quad \text{H}_2 \\
\text{D-Fructose} & : \quad \text{H}_2 \text{O} \text{H} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{OH} \quad \text{H}_2 \\
\text{D-Galactose} & : \quad \text{CHO} \quad \text{H} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{OH} \\
& \quad \text{OH} \quad \text{H}_2
\end{align*}
\]
BIOCHEMISTRY

LAST TIME WE TALKED ABOUT SUGARS AND OTHER CARBON
COMPOUNDS AS WE WERE LEARNING ABOUT THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. I WOULD LIKE TO CONTINUE ON BY DISCUSING
ONLY THOSE CHEMICAL PROCESSES WHICH ARE IMPORTANT IN
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS.

WE WERE DISCUSSING SUGARS BECAUSE OF THEIR IMPORTANCE
IN BIOLOGY. I WOULD LIKE TO SHOW YOU A LITTLE BETTER WAY TO
REPRESENT THESE COMPLEX MOLECULAR STRUCTURES. THE STRUCTURE FOR
D-GLUCOSE, MORE COMMONLY, DEXTROSE, IS SHOWN IN THIS QUASI-
THREE DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

[Diagram of Dextrose]

The vertices of the polygon are
the sites of the carbon atoms
(note the numbering) except where
the oxygen atom occurs.

The pentose sugar, ribose, has a similar structure

[Diagram of Ribose]

And 2-deoxyribose is given by:

[Diagram of 2-deoxyribose]

Here the oxygen on the 2nd
carbon atom has been removed.

The list of MONOSACCHARIDES APPEARING IN NATURE IS NOT VERY
LONG. A few of the common MONOSACCHARIDES ARE THE: TETROSES, ARITROSE;
PENTOSES, PENTOSE, ARABINOSE, XYLOSE, RIBOSE; HEXOSES, D-GLUCOSE, MANNOSE,
GLUCOSE, FRUCTOSE, ARABINOSCE, TALLOSE.

DISACCHARIDES CAN BE FORMED FROM MONOSACCHARIDES BY
WHAT IS CALLED A GLYCOSIDIC BOND BETWEEN THE CONSTITUENT SUGARS.
SUCROSE IS FORMED BY COMBINING FRUCTOSE AND GLUCOSE:
OTHER COMMON DISACCHARIDES ARE LACTOSE (FOUND IN MILK), MALTOSE (IN STARCH), CELLOBIOSE (CELLULOSE). THE PROCESS OF DIGESTION INVOLVES SPLITTING THE GLYOSIDIC (OXYGEN) BOND AND PUTTING THE HYDROGEN BACK. THIS SUCROSE IS REDUCED TO GLUCOSE AND FRUCTOSE. THE ENZYME THAT REDUCES SUCROSE IS CALLED INVERTASE. THE SUFFIX “ASE” DENOTES AN ENZYME WHILE THE S- PREFIX DENOTES ONLY WHAT IT DOES.

WE HAVE ALREADY MENTIONED THAT SUGARS SERVE AS A FOOD STORAGE DEVICE AND THE COMMON FORM IS STARCH. STARCH IS JUST A TREMENDOUS CHAIN OF GLUCOSE SUGARS TIED TOGETHER BY THE GLYOSIDIC BOND, A (1-4) BOND, I.E. THE 1 AND 4 CARBON ATOMS ARE BONDED:

STARCH IS THEREFORE A POLYSACCHARIDE. ANOTHER COMMON POLYSACCHARIDE IS CELLULOSE. CELLULOSE IS THE BASIC STRUCTURAL TOOL OF PLANTS. CELLULOSE IS MADE FROM GLUCOSE SIMILAR TO STARCH BUT DIFFERENT IN THE BONDS. THE BOND IS CALLED A (3,1-4) BOND.

IT IS THIS SEEMINGLY INNOCENT VARIATION IN BONDING THAT DETERMINES WHAT IS EATABLE AND IT ISN'T FOR MAN AND ALL OTHER ANIMALS. TERMITES, ON THE OTHER HAND, HAVE WITHIN THEIR GUT A BACTERIA CAPABLE OF DESTROYING THE (3,1-4) BOND AND THEREFORE PERMITTING THEM EAT WOOD. JUST THINK IF WE COULD DEVELOPE AN ENZYME TO DESTROY CELLULOSE, LIKE A COW. THERE WOULDN'T BE A FOOD PROBLEM TODAY.
CHITIN is another polysaccharide, similar to cellulose; it forms the hard shell of insects and crustaceans like lobsters.

![Chemical structure of chitin]

**CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM**

One chemical reaction of interest is the reduction of polysaccharides into the simple monosaccharides. This is the act of digestion. The first step in the process is phosphorolysis of the polysaccharide with the production of glucose-1-phosphate.

\[
\text{GLYCOGEN} \xrightarrow{\text{phosphorylase}} \text{GLUCOSE-1-PHOSPHATE}
\]

An alternate but equally probable reaction involves glucose which is converted into glucose-6-phosphate.

\[
\text{GLUCOSE} \xrightarrow{\text{hexokinase}} \text{GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE}
\]

The first reaction occurs commonly in animals and in higher plant types while the second is found basically in microorganisms. During the resting period of organisms, glucose is the chief sugar product of glycogen, but in periods of muscular activity, fructose 6-phosphate appears in predominance. Free fructose does not arise as a product of metabolism but when present in the diet can participate in the system similar to glucose, i.e.

\[
\text{GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE} \xrightarrow{\text{fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase}} \text{FRUCTOSE-6-PHOSPHATE} \xrightarrow{\text{hexokinase}} \text{FRUCTOSE} \xrightarrow{\text{glycogen phosphorylase}} \text{GLYCOGEN}
\]

The conversion of ATP into ADP liberates stored energy obtained from the sun through photosynthesis. It is not an enzyme but rather a reactant which supplies the energy to run the reactions uphill.
PHOTO SYNTHESIS

Every plant and animal on earth depends, ultimately, on the energy from the sun to sustain life. The energy transfer, however, takes place in only one specific place in plants called plastids. In the plastids, carbon dioxide is extracted from the air combined with water and inorganic salts from the soil to form the basic carbohydrates necessary for life to continue. For the complex sugars to be formed the energy from the sun is required. The basic photosynthesis process can be represented by the following formula,

\[ n\text{CO}_2 + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \xrightarrow{hv} (\text{CH}_2\text{O})_n + n\text{O}_2 \]

Here the sun’s energy, \( hv \), is carried by a photon. The exact way in which the photon is absorbed and converted into a useful form is rather complex, not too well understood, and will be discussed later. It is interesting to observe a low burning fire where you see the above process in reverse. The CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O is release leaving behind a small pile of ashes, the inorganic salts, and giving off heat in the flames which is just the reemission of the absorbed energy from the sun. In animals and plants the reverse process is controlled to run very slowly so as to produce warmth, action, responses, etc. The plants go through the reverse process at night.

Photosynthesis occurs through two basic processes: one that works in sun light and one that work in the dark. The light phase involves the photo electron transfer between photon energy and a high energy chemical substance ATP. ATP is an inorganic compound which serves as the basic driving force (energy source) to a large number of chemical reactions. ATP is made through a process called phosphorylation in which hydrogen is driven off (esterification) by the sun’s energy and leaves behind ATP and water. ATP, or adenosine triphosphate, is called a reducing agent. In addition to ATP a second reducing agent is formed in a similar manner; it is called nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide triphosphate, NADPH.
During photosynthesis NADP becomes NADPH by the addition of two hydrogen atoms. One hydrogen binds directly to the molecule while the other loses its electron and is released as a proton (H⁺). It is NADPH which supplies the "reducing power" for the fixation of carbon dioxide. The two basic reactions can be summarized as

\[
\text{n' ADP} + \text{n' Pi} + \text{nhv} \rightarrow \text{n' ATP}
\]
\[
2\text{NADP} + 2\text{H}^+ + 4\text{hv} \rightarrow 2\text{NADPH}
\]

where the protons are generated from the reaction

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + 4\text{e}^- + 4\text{H}^+
\]

Pi represents a high energy phosphate group P0₃. Finally, when CO₂ is present the photosynthesis undergoes the second major reaction. We can summarize it as

\[
2\text{NADPH} + 2\text{H}^+ + \text{CO}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{NADP} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CH}_2\text{O}
\]

The net reaction can be written as

\[
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2
\]

**Fixation of Carbon**

I now want to talk about conversion of carbon into sugar. This reaction only occurs at night. The basic reaction goes like

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 2\text{NADPH} + 3\text{ATP} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2}\text{hexose} + 2\text{NADP}^+ + 3\text{ADP} + 3\text{Pi}
\]

The actual reaction is much more complex than this reaction indicates. The reason for the additional complexity is that sugar is a much higher energy state than CO₂ and H₂O separately. In order to form a sugar an additional energy corresponding to about 12 light photons is required for the reaction to go. Quantum mechanically, the simultaneous union of 12 photons is statistically improbable, not impossible though. Thus nature must pursue a clever course in order to acquire the necessary energy. The next page shows this complex path.

14.
In words, the preceding cycle is this. First, CO₂ is added to the 6-carbon ribulose diphosphate, making an intermediate 6-carbon compound which quickly splits in two, forming the 3-carbon glyceral phosphate. This reaction is in equilibrium and can go either way. If there is more CO₂ present, the reaction will be forced to form more glyceral phosphate. A series of reactions involving sedoheptulose phosphate and other compounds then puts two glyceral phosphates together to form the 6-carbon glucose phosphate. Meanwhile ribulose diphosphate is regenerated and is ready to take on another CO₂ molecule. The cycle is repeated 6 times until sucrose is formed. Power to run this reaction is supplied by both ATP and NADPH.

In this cycle, nature begins with a pentose (ribulose) breaks it into a triose by first forming a hexose. Then she has to struggle to put the trioses back together to form a pentose. Since 3 and 5 are not multi prime multiples, the course pursued represents nothing more than a struggle with arithmetic. However, after the fifth cycle pentose is formed again so on the sixth a little extra comes out — that little bit extra is what runs life. And all that had to go in was CO₂, H₂O and energy!
SUBSTANCES of LIFE

WE HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT CARBON COMPOUNDS AND SPECIFICALLY CARBOHYDRATES FOR THE PAST FEW LECTURES. THERE ARE OTHER SUBSTANCES COMMON TO ALL LIVING THINGS WHICH I WANT TO GO INTO. I CAN LIST THE SUBSTANCES IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

- CARBOHYDRATES
- FATS
- PROTEINS
- NUCLEIC ACID (RNA, DNA)
- OTHERS, E.G. PROSTHETIC GROUPS (NON-ENZYMES), HORMONES, VITAMINS, PIGMENTS, ALKALOIDS

So far we have established a basic understanding of how these kinds of molecules undergo change. Hundreds, thousands, even millions of tiny little steps are often involved when going from one form to another. Each step is carefully controlled by a particular enzyme. We looked at the carbon fixation process in some detail and observed the complexity of the whole reaction. The final product of that reaction, GLUCOSE, is FLATTER used throughout the body for various purposes. In the muscles the glucose is converted into a LACTIC ACID, PYROVIC ACID, in the absence of oxygen. The pyruvic acid is subsequently broken down into carbon dioxide and water. In the process a lot of energy is released in the form of DNP which in turn is reduced to QP N.H. The reduction process releases chemical energy which is then converted into mechanical energy. On the next page the whole reaction is outlined. This is called the KREBS CYCLE or the CITRIC ACID CYCLE, CITRIC ACID BEING ONE OF THE KEY PRODUCTS FORMED ALONG THE WAY. AGAIN THE COMPLEXITY OF THE CYCLE IS APPARENT.

The KREBS CYCLE TAKES PLACE IN THE MITOCHONDRIA, PART OF THE CELL. ENZYMES CONTROL THE WHOLE REACTION AS WE MIGHT EXPECT. BECAUSE ENZYMES, I.E., PROTEINS, PLAY SUCH A KEY ROLE IN BIOLOGY, THEY ARE PERHAPS THE MOST INTERESTING TO DISCUSS. FOR THAT REASON I AM GOING TO QUICKLY DISCUSS FATS BECAUSE THERE ISN'T TOO MUCH TO SAY ABOUT THEM - THEY ARE NOT TOO INTERESTING.
FATS

FATS ARE INVOLVED IN LIVING THINGS PRIMARILY AS AN ENERGY SUPPLY BUT SERVE A SECONDARY ROLE AS A STRUCTURAL SUBSTANCE. FATS ARE STORED IN FORMS WHICH ARE LESS OXIDIZED THAN SUGARS; THEY ARE THEREFORE HARDER TO BREAK DOWN AND UTILIZE. THE NUMBER OF CARBON ATOMS ASSOCIATED WITH FATTY MOLECULES IS OFTEN TIMES ENORMOUS. THERE ARE HOWEVER IN MOST LIVING THINGS ONLY A SMALL NUMBER OF FATS COMPARED TO THE INFINITE POSSIBILITIES. IN THE COURSE OF EVOLUTION FOR SOME REASON THE NUMBER OF FATS WAS LIMITED TO ABOUT 6.

THE SIMPLEST FAT IS A TRIPLE ALCOHOL. ALCOHOL IS AN ESTER HAVING THE GENERAL FORM

\[
\text{C-O-C}^\ominus
\]

FAT IS COMPOSED OF THREE SUCH ESTERS

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{C-O-C}^\ominus\text{R}_1 \\
\text{H}_2\text{C-O-C}^\ominus\text{R}_2 \\
\text{H}_2\text{C-O-C}^\ominus\text{R}_3
\end{align*}
\]

IN ORDER TO DESCRIBE FATS ALL THAT IS NEEDED IS TO DESCRIBE THE VARIOUS R'S. A TYPICAL EXAMPLE IS PALMITIC ACID WHICH HAS AN R = CH₃(CH₂)₁₄COOH. THE MOLECULE IS LAYED OUT IN A STRUCTURE SOMETHING LIKE

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₂-CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₂-CH₂-CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₃} \\
\text{CH₂-} \text{CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₃} \\
\end{array}
\]

STERIC ACID IS ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF A FAT R = CH₃(CH₂)₁₆COOH. THIS FATTY ACID CONSISTS OF 18 CARBON ATOMS WHILE PALMITIC ACID HAS 16 CARBONS. ALMOST ALL FATS OCCURRING IN NATURE CONSIST OF 16 AND 18 CARBONS. THERE ARE VERY FEW 14, 20 AND 22 CARBON FATS OCCURRING NATURALLY. OF COURSE MORE COMPLEX FATS CAN BE SYNTHESIZED AS DESIRED. THE OTHER NATURAL FATS ARE OLEIC, LINOLEIC, AND LINOLEOLEIC. UNSATURATED FATS ARE Oily AND ARE MADE UP OF OLEIC ACID WHILE SATURATED FATS ARE SOLID.
In the previous table several interesting radicals are worth briefly mentioning. Cystein, one of the sulfur group, is very reactive forming what is called a sulfur bridge. This bridge make it possible to make molecular loops out of long chains. The bonding looks like:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NH}_2 \\
\text{H}_2 \\
\text{COOH}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} - \text{C} - \text{S} - \text{S} - \text{C} \\
\text{H}_2 \\
\text{COOH}
\end{array}
\]

Proline, when present, put kinks in the protein chain. The kinks occur at fixed angles which depend on the electrical forces.

The peptide bond is another way in which amino acids can join together to form more complex proteins. In this bond the carboxy ions joins with the ammonium ion of another acid and in the process releases water. An example of this bonding is the following:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} - \text{C} - \text{C} \\
\text{H}_2 \\
\text{H}
\end{array} + \begin{array}{c}
\text{C} - \text{C} - \text{O} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{H}_2 \\
\text{O}
\end{array} = \begin{array}{c}
\text{N} - \text{C} - \text{C} - \text{N} \\
\text{H}_2 \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{N} \\
\text{H}_2 \\
\text{O}
\end{array} + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

Proteins form by this bonding process are called peptides.

While all 20 amino acids are essential for life, it is necessary that they all appear in a person diets. It is possible to manufacture the missing acids from eight fundamental amino acids. These acids and the minimum daily intake required is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acid</th>
<th>LYS</th>
<th>TRP</th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>THR</th>
<th>VAL</th>
<th>MET</th>
<th>LEU</th>
<th>ILE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intake, g/day</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While man needs this minimum intake, plants are more prepared for survival since they can manufacture all the basic 20 proteins. Thus it is that we eat plants and other animals to obtain our own subsistence.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ABBREY</th>
<th>RADICAL</th>
<th>HYDROPHOBIC</th>
<th>CHARGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. GLYCINE</td>
<td>GLY</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ALANINE</td>
<td>ALA</td>
<td>CH₃</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. VALINE</td>
<td>VAL</td>
<td>CH₃-CH₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. LEUCINE</td>
<td>LEU</td>
<td>C-C-CH₃</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ISELEUCINE</td>
<td>ILE</td>
<td>-C-C-CH₃</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. SERINE</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>-C-OH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. THREONINE</td>
<td>THR</td>
<td>C-OH-CH₃</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. CYSTEIN</td>
<td>CYS</td>
<td>C-SH</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. METHIONINE</td>
<td>MET</td>
<td>C-C-S-CH₃</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. ASPARTIC ACID</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>CH₂-COOH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ASPARAGINE</td>
<td>ASN</td>
<td>CH₂-C≡O-NH₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. GLUTAMIC ACID</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td>CH₂-CH₂-COOH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. GLUTAMINE</td>
<td>GLN</td>
<td>CH₂-CH₂-C≡O-NH₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. LYSING</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-NH₂-CNH₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ARGININE</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>CH₂-CH₂-CH₂-N-C-NH₃</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. HISTIDINE</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>CH₂-C-NH₃</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. PHENYLADANINE¹</td>
<td>PHE</td>
<td>C₆H₅-CH₂-CN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. TYROSINE</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>CH₂-CH₂-OH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. TRYTOPHAN</td>
<td>TRP</td>
<td>CH₂-CH₂-NH₂-CN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. PROLINE</td>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>COOH-CH₂-CH₂</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹: Phenylalanine
PROTEIN

Proteins are essential constituents of all living cells. They are found in all sorts of special things like hair, beaks, muscle, tendon, and all the enzymes. There is a tremendous variety of protein molecules even within the same species differences or specialization arise, e.g. antibodies of different people can react negatively.

While the variety of proteins is theoretically limitless, there are only a small finite sub-group appearing in nature. The major building blocks of proteins are amino acids. Amino acids are organic compounds having at least one amino group and one carboxyl group. The amino group is commonly attached to the carbon atom in the carboxyl group. The general formula for the proteins is

\[ R - \text{CH}_2\text{COO}^- \quad \text{or} \quad \text{NH}_3^+ - \text{CH}_2\text{C} = \text{O}^- \]

R represents any one of a great variety of structure. Categorizing proteins is actually just a listing of the various radical groups. When \( R \) is an acid then we are dealing with an amino acid. E.g. if \( R = H \) then the protein glycine is formed.

Now there is a variety of amino acids from which all naturally occurring proteins are made. There are twenty of these amino acids which are basic to all living things. The names and characteristics of these 20 amino acids is given on the next page. The electric charge on the amino acid influences the properties markedly. The charge arise from the base-acid structure of the side amino acids.
PROTEIN STRUCTURE

Proteins are made up of 20 amino acids which are arranged in linear sequence along a polypeptide chain. Recall the typical character of the amino acid was:

\[ \text{RHN} - \text{C} - \text{COOH} \]

Where R is one of twenty amino acid residues. The resulting chain then looked like:

\[ \ldots \text{C} - \text{N} - \text{C} - \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{N} - \text{C} - \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{N} - \text{C} - \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{N} - \ldots \]

Through X-ray analysis techniques, the structure of amino acids has been identified. The essential feature of the peptide linkage is one of a planar configuration. The dimensions and spacings of the polypeptide chain is given as follows:

\[ \text{H} - \text{N} - \text{C} - \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{N} - \text{C} - \text{H} - \text{C} - \text{N} - \text{C} - \ldots \]

The bond spacings and angles are determined by energy considerations only. The most stable configuration is planar or nearly planar. For the extended polypeptide chains as seen above the repetition of the bond angles and separations plus the minimum energy constraint suggested a highly symmetric structure. Pauling suggested a helical structure and he was right. However, there was no reason to suppose that there must be an integral number of amino acids per turn of the helix. Thus while the basic helical structure is preserved the helix is somewhat complicated.

Of the many possible structures of amino acids only two three survive: namely, two types of pleated sheets and one helix, called the \( \alpha \)-helix.
The pleated sheets and \( \alpha \)-helix

The two planar configurations of polypeptide chains are called the pleated sheets and \( \beta \)-keratin. The planar group \( \text{C-CONH-C} \) is linked together about a tetra methyl carbon atom. One way such an orientation could occur is the following:

\[
\beta\text{-sheet (residues hang up and down).}
\]

Hydrogen bonds are shown dashed.

The pleated arrangement shown here gives rise to a layering arrangement when the chains are stacked together. The chains may be either parallel or anti-parallel sequences of amino acids. There are a number of possible arrangements of amino acids each giving rise to a different substance.

For example, insect fibres like silk is a pleated sheet made of alternating amino acid groups (GLY-SER-GLY-ALA-GLY-ALA). The basic structure resulting is

\[
\text{The basic structure resulting is}
\]

\[
\text{3.5Å}
\]

\[
\text{5.9Å}
\]
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THE A-HELIX

The system of planar groupings that make up polypeptide chains may be rotated about the a-carbon atoms. If the rotation from plane to plane is constant a helix results. In the helical structure the C=O and N-H groups participate in hydrogen bonding which are the intra-chain bond. The dimensions of the helix are:

- Rotation between residues: 97.2°
- Residues per turn: 3.69 Å
- Translation per residue: 1.97 Å
- N-H direction from axis: 12°
- Helix radius: 1.81 Å
- N-H-O angle: 10°
- Pitch: 5.49 Å

The number of residues per turn is not integral so it is possible to find 48 residues in 13 turns, 11 residues in 3 turns, 15 residues in 4 turns or 18 residues in 5 turns. The repeat distance of 1.5 Å axially was predicted and found in hair, muscle fiber and hemoglobin. However not all globular proteins are made up in part of α-helices.

α-KERATIN

The α-helix units form long thin fibers which can in turn wrap around each other five to form rope-like structures of various strand numbers. Two strands assemblies are similar to the structure of DNA while 3 strands
As the \( \alpha \)-helix strands wind around each other they form helices with larger pitch angles typically on the order of 200 to 400 A with a diameter of 10Å. It is possible that as many as six of helical \( \alpha \)-helices may be wound around one straight helix to give a seven-stranded cable.

The structure of \( \alpha \)-keratin begins then with these stranded cables called protofibrils coming together to form what is called a microfibril. The microfibril structure looks like

\[ \text{protofibrils} \]

where 9 protofibrils surround two centrally oriented protofibrils. Further bundling of microfibrils into cortical cells (macrofibrils) and subsequent lumping of cortical cells into wool fiber or hair.

The 9-2 combination is very common to a lot of living things. The whip-like tails of sperm, the flagella, are basically 9-2 structures. Thus it is that the protein keratin is basically common to scales of fish, hair, feathers, horns, hoofs, beaks, claws, and finger nails. Skin is strong because it has a lot of keratin.

**Collagen**

Another protein building block is collagen. This fibrous material is found in cartilage, ligaments, tendons and in the clotting material fibrinogen. The basic collagen structure consists of a 3-strand protofibril with a left-handed pitch. The length of the protofibril is about 2800Å with a diameter of about 10Å. The fibrous material is wound tight due to the presence of hydroprolone which throws a lot of kinks in the windings.
GLOBULAR PROTEINS

Another basic protein structure is the globular protein. These ball-like structures have exhibited a tremendous variety and are therefore quite interesting to study. Examples of globular proteins are hemoglobin, cytochrome C, and lysozyme. The interesting thing about globular proteins is that they have been thoroughly analyzed and the amino acid sequences are known exactly; even the spatial structure is well known.

Hemoglobin, for instance, consists of two chains of a and β helices. Myoglobin is similar to hemoglobin but acts as an oxygen storage compartment rather than an oxygen carrier like hemoglobin. Myoglobin is found mainly in the muscle tissue. The common element to both of these proteins is heme. The formula for heme is C₃₄H₅₂O₉N₄Fe and the structure looks like:

![Heme structure diagram]
The ring structure and the iron atom is called a porphin ring.

One of the chemical properties of hemoglobin and myoglobin of interest is their oxygen carrying capability. Plotting the % of oxygen saturation versus oxygen pressure the resulting curves are

Because O₂ is bound to hemoglobin in a more complicated manner than myoglobin the curves are different.

Hemoglobin is made up of actual 4 peptide chains: α, β, δ and γ chains. The latter γ chain is referred to as fetal hemoglobin which works to pick up O₂ from the mother's blood. Because of variations in differences species the α, β, δ and γ chains are consist of various amino acids. Thus hemoglobin can be used like cytochrome c to construct an evolutionary tree. The following table lists the variations in amino acid residues:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Horse α</th>
<th>Human α</th>
<th>Horse β</th>
<th>Human β</th>
<th>Human &amp; Human</th>
<th>Whale MYO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horse α</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse β</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human α</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human β</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human δ</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human &amp; Human</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whale MYO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WE CAN LEARN FROM THIS TABLE THAT THE α AND β CHAINS SEPARATED IN EVOLUTION BEFORE THE HORSE AND HUMAN PHYSICALLY SEPARATED IN AN EVOLUTIONARY SENSE. THE ASSUMPTION MADE IN DRAWING THIS CONCLUSION IS THAT IN TIME MORE AMINO ACIDS MUTATE AND ACCUMULATE. OF COURSE THIS IS NOT STRICTLY TRUE BUT IT DOES PERMIT US TO DRAW THE NICE 'EVOLUTIONARY TREE':

![Genealogy Diagram]

**Genealogy Diagram**

- **Whale**
- **Myoglobin**
- **Common Ancestor**
- **Horse**
- **Hemoglobin**
- **Human**
- **Evolutionary Tree**

**TIME**
CYTOCHROME C

ONE ENZYMATIC PROTEIN WHICH WE HAVE DISCUSSED BEFORE IS CYTOCHROME C. THIS ENZYME APPEARED IN THE CARBON FIXATION CYCLE. IT'S BASIC STRUCTURE IS NOT KNOWN TOO WELL BUT ITS CHEMISTRY AND FUNCTION CAN BE DESCRIBED.

THIS ENZYME APPEARS IN AEROBIC REACTIONS (I.E., THOSE NOT INVOLVING REDUCTION OXYGEN). THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE ENZYME IS TO SPEED UP THE REACTION BY SERVING AS AN ELECTRICAL BRIDGE TO PASS ELECTRONS DOWN THE REACTION CHAIN. IN ESSENCE ITS PRESENCE ACTS TO LOWER THE PATH RESISTANCE AND MAKES THE WHOLE PROCESS GO FASTER.

INTERNAL TO THE PROTEIN IS AN IRON ATOM WHICH SUPPLIES THE NECESSARY ELECTRON AS IT MAKES A TRANSITION FROM Fe²⁺ TO Fe³⁺. THE IRON ITSELF APPEARS IN THE CENTER OF A PORPHYRIN RING. THERE ARE A TOTAL OF 105 AMINO ACIDS IN CYTOCHROME C. THE AMINO ACID PATTERN OF CYTOCHROME C HAS BEEN WORKED OUT FOR A NUMBER OF SPECIES AND THE DIFFERENCES NOTED. BECAUSE NONLETHAL CYTOCHROME C MUTATIONS ARE RARE TRACING THE DIFFERENCES FROM ONE SPECIES TO ANOTHER PROVIDES INTERESTING EVOLUTIONARY DATA.


BY OBSERVATION IT HAS BEEN THEORIZED THAT THE RATE OF CYTOCHROME C MUTATION IS ABOUT ONCE EVERY 10⁵ YEARS. USING THIS ASSUMPTION EVOLUTIONARY TREES CAN BE DRAWN WHICH SUGGEST THE OVERALL GENERAL TREND OF EVOLUTION; E.G.
THE STRUCTURE OF NUCLEIC ACID POLYMERS - DNA AND RNA

WE HAVE YET TO DISCUSS THE WHOLE INTERESTING SUBJECT OF NUCLEIC ACIDS. THE ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS FOR NUCLEIC ACIDS ARE SUGAR, PHOSPHORIC ACID, AND PURINE OR PYRIMIDINE BASES. OF ALL THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF THESE CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES ONLY FOUR BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS ARE ATTACHED TO THE SUGAR-PHOSPHORIC STRUCTURE, DEPENDING ON THE CHARACTER OF THE SUGAR AND ON THE PRESENCE OF URACIL IN PLACE OF THYMINE. TWO KINDS OF NUCLEIC ACIDS ARE SEPARATED - RIBONUCLEIC (RNA) ACID AND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA).

THE STRUCTURE OF THE NUCLEIC ACID HAS A COMPONENT UNIT WHICH IS QUITE ANALOGOUS TO AN AMINO ACID IN A PEPTIDE CHAIN - WHICH IS -

BASE - SUGAR - PHOSPHATE

THE LINKAGE OF THESE UNITS IS BY THE PHOSPHATE TO TWO SUGARS IN A STEPWISE PATTERN

BASE - SUGAR

\[ \text{Phosphate} \]

BASE - SUGAR

\[ \text{Phosphate} \]

THE COMBINATION OF THE SUGAR WITH THE PHOSPHATE FORM WHAT IS CALLED A NUCLEOTIDE. IT IS LONG CHAINS OF THESE NUCLEOTIDES THAT MAKE UP DNA AND RNA.

THE TWO BASE STRUCTURES ARE RIBOSE AND DEOXYRIBOSE; THE LATTER RIBOSE MISSING ONE OXYGEN.

\[ \text{Ribose} \]

\[ \text{Deoxyribose} \]
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The 5 important bases fall into two categories - pyrimidine or purine:

**PYRIMIDINES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYTOSINE (C)</th>
<th>THYMINE (in DNA) (T)</th>
<th>URACIL (in RNA) (U)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cytosine" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Thymine" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Uracil" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PURINES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADENINE (A)</th>
<th>GUANINE (G)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Adenine" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Guanine" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DNA**

The nucleic acid is, perhaps, the single most important chemical substance in the living cell. Found predominantly in the nucleus, the long nucleotide chain having molecular weights in the millions. The greatest of DNA is in its ability to reproduce itself. The method of reproduction is better understood by looking at the specific structure of DNA.
The details of the coupling between base, sugar, and phosphate is given in the following representative arrangement:

The bases are arranged so that the form hydrogen bonds between the face of an NH group and the negative face of C=O group; for guanine and cytosine there are 3 bond points and for adenine and thymine only two. This bonding gives rise to a double helical arrangement where two intertwined chains of DNA form a highly stable structure. An important point is that base bonding only occurs between guanine and cytosine and between thymine and adenine. The bonding is shown on the next page.
The adenine-thymine and guanine-cytosine base pairs used to construct the double helix (hydrogen bonds are dotted). The formation of a third hydrogen bond between guanine and cytosine was considered, but rejected because a crystallographic study of guanine hinted that it would be very weak. Now this conjecture is known to be wrong. Three strong hydrogen bonds can be drawn between guanine and cytosine.
The resultant double helix looks like the following schematic:

A schematic illustration of the double helix. The two sugar-phosphate backbones twist about on the outside with the flat hydrogen-bonded base pairs forming the core. Seen this way, the structure resembles a spiral staircase with the base pairs forming the steps.
DNA REPRODUCTION

The double spiral structure of DNA has very practical and interesting properties concerned with information storage and replication of genetic material. I want to first discuss the duplication process then I'll discuss the nature of the genetic code.

In the presence of an enzyme called DNAase, the hydrogen bonds are split starting at one end of the chain. The DNA molecule, like a zipper, starts to peel open exposing the millions of links, i.e., bases. Because the DNA molecule is in a bath of the nucleotides consisting of A, G, T, U, and C, the exposed bases are paired up with the appropriate base, i.e., G to C and T to A. The new nucleotide hydrogen bond to the template. Thus the process continues until two identical DNA molecules are formed. Thus to synthesize DNA you need to start with some DNA mix in some nucleotides and ATP, TTP, GTP, or CTP and add a little DNAase.

The rates of reaction are interesting to examine. In the bacterium E. coli 8 x 10^13 gm of DNA is synthesized in 30 minutes. This equivalent to 5 x 10^3 nucleotides being fastened in place per second. Based on random collision considerations, it is concluded that the synthesis must occur at least 10 places simultaneously. A more reasonable assumption would be that about 100 enzyme systems are engaged in nucleotide polymerization at a time, i.e., each site handling so nucleotide per second. On a time base, it is estimated that each base is laid down correctly in about 2 x 10^-13 sec. Considering the distance between neighboring nucleotides, about 3.4 Å, is being traversed in 2 x 10^-13 sec, the resulting velocity of 1.7 x 10^5 cm/sec produces an undue unrealistic energy jump of 9 x 10^6 eV. Thus if the process of DNA synthesis involves a continuous bombardment by four nucleotide triphosphates, with a changing specific selection, the speed of change required to avoid selection of the wrong base is so fast that it cannot be achieved by a physical translation of either the primer or the enzyme.
Also worth noting is that the DNA chain cannot uncoil as it is being split apart because this uncoiling would require 30° per base of rotation. To do this in \(2 \times 10^{-13}\) sec. requires an angular velocity of \(2.5 \times 10^7\) rad/sec and a rotational energy of \(2 \times 10^5\) ev. Thus it is concluded that multiple spots of DNA replication must occur simultaneously.

If during reproduction one base gets screwed up and does not conform to the four fundamental base types, then a mutation has occurred. One anomalous base pair in several million is sufficient to change the entire message on the DNA molecule. If the cell continues to live and the DNA replicates the new template the mutation is non-lethal.
So far we have talked about the structure of DNA but we haven't said too much about how it really accomplishes all of its wonderful work, i.e., of providing the architectural plans for making specific protein molecules. In order to build a protein the DNA molecule must specify which block, amino acid, goes in place at a particular time in the construction. Since there are 20 basic amino acids the plans must be specific. If there were 20 different basic units in the DNA molecule, the problem would not be so difficult to understand. However we know that there are only 4 nucleotide bases which can vary. Thus it becomes necessary to define a code consisting of 4 letters and capable of uniquely specifying four 20 different amino acids.

After some thought it is realized that if the 4 letters, A, T, G, and C, are taken three at a time then there are 64 (4x4x4) different combinations possible. Thus a nucleotide triplet is a word in the code specifying the a particular amino acid. In addition to the 20 amino acids, there are redundant words to stop, i.e., to terminate a "sentence" of amino acids. Presently it is not known if there are any start words. But given the 64 combinations and roughly 24 necessary words the code can be specified as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Amino Acid</th>
<th>Second Amino Acid</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Phe, Leu, Prol</td>
<td>SET</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>CYS</td>
<td>Ure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Leu, Lys, Arg</td>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>ALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Ile, Thr, Asp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Val, Ala, Asp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X denotes stop
NOTE THE CODE IS NOT TOO SENSITIVE TO THE THIRD BASE.
In many cases any one of the 4 bases will produce the same
amino acid. Thus the code has a number of degeneracies. As
an example of the code, a segment of the DNA molecule might
read

/G A T / C C A / G - G T / T A A

which is

SERINE - PROLINE - GLYSEN - STOP

At present the chemical relationship of the letters, i.e., nucleotides,
to the amino acids is not known. Perhaps the chemical properties
of the various amino acids suggest why some are double coded
and others are not. Also the question of how the code evolved is
open. It is known that the code is universal throughout the
simplest and most complex plants and animals. Therefore, the code
must not have evolved beyond its most early form.

PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

Now we would like to understand how proteins are actually
synthesized using this code. First the DNA does not make the
protein directly. The DNA molecule is only the blueprint.
Outside of the nucleus in the cell cytoplasm is the protein
manufacturing factory. To get the DNA blueprint to the factory
a messenger is required - this is RNA. Conceptually the steps
are the following:

File Zerox Copy Transfer Manufacture
DNA RNA Protein
NUCLEUS CYTOPLASM

Now we have to keep our wits because there is not just
one RNA molecule but instead three separate types: messenger,
transfer and ribosomal RNA. Messenger RNA, mrna, as the name
implies has the DNA message on it. It is a single strand
molecule and is identical to one half of the DNA molecule
from which it was forms - differing only in the presence of
the base uracil instead of thymine and the additional oxygen in
the sugar. The mRNA is much smaller than the DNA molecule.
Thus it only carries part of the total DNA message. The mRNA transcribes the DNA information during a reading period when the DNA splits in two like it is going to duplicate itself but doesn't. The reading process looks like the following:

The ribosomal RNA is not well understood at the present. It is involved in the ribosomes, part of the cell where protein is made. Ribosomes are about 200 Å in size and are throughout the cytoplasm. rRNA is a relatively permanent structure.

Transfer RNA, tRNA, is important in the protein synthesis process because attached to one end of the tRNA is one of 20 amino acids. Also a part of the tRNA is a triplet "code" of 3 bases which are capable of establishing a firm relationship with three complementary bases on the mRNA. This latter feature makes it possible to assign the appropriate amino acid a place in the polypeptide chain as it is made. Thus there are 20 different kinds of tRNA. The structure of tRNA consists of about 80 bases, forming a hairpin which is twisted to form a small double helix with a great deal of complementary base pairing within itself.

The particular amino acids are attached to tRNA through a series of steps each step being controlled by a particular enzyme. The scheme currently proposed is as follows:
AA + ATP + ENZYME → E(AMP - AA) + PP + 

TRNA - AA + E + AMP

WHERE

AA = AMINO ACID
ATP = ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
AMP = ADENINE MONOPHOSPHATE
P = TRIPHOSPHATE
E = ENZYME

The first step of the reaction is activation, the second is attachment to RNA to form the TRNA complex, and the last step is transfer to the ribosome. The special enzyme involved in the reaction establishes which AA will be attached to which TRNA. Thus the attachment between TRNA and each amino acid is quite specific. The TRNA acts as an "adapter" between the template, mRNA, and the amino acid.

Protein synthesis begins when the mRNA comes near a ribosome and gets attached. Once this happens the TRNA can attach to the mRNA at the appropriate triplet nucleotide triplet while the amino acid hangs off the other end. The ribosome moves on one "notch" and another TRNA comes into place, thus positioning another amino acid with its respective amino group and carboxyl group both held ready for the union and formation of the peptide bond. A schematic representation of this idea is as follows:

[Diagram of protein synthesis process]
Typical protein molecule formation occurs at a rate of one every 10 seconds per ribosome. This rate suggests that more than one ribosome is working on a mRNA at one time. In fact it is possible that mRNA is reading DNA on one end and constructing proteins on the other.
MUTATION

The ordering of the amino acids in a polypeptide chain is extremely important. If for any reason the code messes up and produces a wrong amino acid, the final product will not be what was expected. In the case of leukemia, there are 12 different types each differing by one amino acid from the normal hemoglobin. The amino acid changes occur in both the α and β chains. The mutations are well understood and representative amino acid changes are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chain</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>57</th>
<th>58</th>
<th>65</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>ASN</td>
<td>FROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>GLN</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>TO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VAL</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The β chain mutation is responsible for sickle cell anemia.

If the genetic code is examined to see how likely these mutations are, we find that all but one is accomplished by changing one base, e.g.

Amino Acid  GLU  →  GLN
Code        GAA  →  CAA

The two base change is LYS to ASP; this mutation is less likely to occur than the one base pair mutation.

Out of the study of mutations the concept of genetic map order and mutation distance has evolved. As an example the bacteria E. coli can undergo several different types of mutations of tryptophane. Each mutation corresponding to a different amino acid change. By ordering the mutations it is found that some seemed to be more strongly linked than others. That is to say when one mutation occurs most likely the other will too. This suggests that the gene carrying the mutations are
IN CLOSE PROXIMITY, SOME MUTATIONS ARE WEAKLY LINKED IMPLYING A GREATER SEPARATION DISTANCE ON THE DNA MOLECULE. THE FOLLOWING GRAPH IS REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ORDERING AND MAPPING IDEA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMINO ACID</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>47</th>
<th>49</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORMAL</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>LEU</td>
<td>THR</td>
<td>GLY</td>
<td>GLY</td>
<td>GLY</td>
<td>SER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUTATED</td>
<td>TYS</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>ILEU</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>VAL</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>LEU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUTATION NO.</th>
<th>496</th>
<th>487</th>
<th>223</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>187</th>
<th>58</th>
<th>169</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CLOSER LINKED  | DISTANTLY LINKED

GENETIC

GENETICS IS THE STUDY OF GENES. GENES ARE SEGMENTS OF INFORMATION ON THE DNA MOLECULE FOR MANUFACTURING A PARTICULAR AMINO ACID POLYPEPTIDE CHAIN, IE A PROTEIN. THE DNA IS THE CHROMOSOME SO IF A GENE IS PART OF THE CHROMOSOME ONE FASCINATING SUBJECT IS CELL DIVISION AND THE PROCESS OF INFORMATION TRANSFER. THE CELL DIVISION IS CALLED MITOSIS AND CENTRAL TO THE DIVISION IS DOUBLING OF THE CHROMOSOMES. IN MAN THERE ARE NORMALLY 46 CHROMOSOMES. THE 46 IS DOUBLED TO 92 WHEN THE CELL DIVIDES. THE PROCESS IS SOMETHING LIKE THE FOLLOWING.

THE CHROMOSOMES ARE ARRANGED IN THE NUCLEUS IN PAIRS. EACH OF THE 23 PAIRS DIFFERS IN SIZE AND SHAPE FROM THE OTHERS. THE CHROMOSOMES ARE ATTACHED TOGETHER BY A STRUCTURE CALLED THE CENTROMERE. TWO REPRESENTATIVE PAIRS MAY LOOK LIKE THE FOLLOWING.
During the normal phase of the cell life the structural detail of the chromosome pairs cannot be distinguished.

In the first stage of mitosis, called the interphase, the chromosomes split, i.e. the double helices replicate, then the chromosomes contract becoming shorter, fatter, and visible to the microscope. This marks the second stage called the prophase. There are now 4 DNA molecules attached to one centromere. The DNA halves, called chromatids, contract like a coiled spring. When the chromatids have finished contracting, the third phase, the metaphase, begins. The chromosomes now look like

\[ \text{Diagram of metaphase} \]

In the metaphase a new structure called the spindle appears. The spindle is a long-chain protein molecule. The spindles attach to the centromeres at one end and to two "poles" of the nucleus at the other. The poles are located on the equator of the nucleus. The centromeres, the mechanism of chromosome movement, positions the chromatids along the spindles in preparation of the division process. When all 46 chromosomes are in one plane, the division phase, the DNA phase phase begins. The centromeres divide so that each chromatid has its own centromere. The spindles contract pulling the two halves to opposite corners of the nucleus. When the chromatids are tightly packed near the poles, the nucleus and cell divides in the telophase. The spindles then disappear and the two cells become normal. The sequence of events is outlined below:

\[ \text{Diagram of cell division} \]
MEIOSIS

MITOSIS IS NOT THE ONLY FORM OF NUCLEAR DIVISION. DURING SEXUAL REPRODUCTION THE CHROMOSOME NUMBER DOES NOT INCREASE. IF IT DID AFTER EACH DIVISION THERE WOULD BE 46 MORE CHROMOSOMES. AFTER 3 DIVISIONS THERE WOULD BE 138 CHROMOSOMES AND 23,332 AFTER 10 DIVISIONS. THUS ANOTHER DIVISION PROCESS MUST BE WORKING WHICH KEEPS A CONSTANT NUMBER OF CHROMOSOMES.

FOR MAN TWO CELLS A SPERM AND EGG UNITE TO FORM A SINGLE NEW CELL CALLED A ZYGOTE WHICH CONSISTS OF THE DESIRED 46 CHROMOSOME AGAIN IN 23 PAIRS. THUS SOMEHOW THE SPERM AND EGGS GET RID OF 23 CHROMOSOMES. THE DECISION AS TO WHICH HALF OF THE 23 PAIRS IS EXCLUDED IN THE SPERM AND EGG IS PURELY RANDOM.

WHEN THE CHROMOSOMES DOUBLE AND THE CENTROMERE IS ATTACHED TO THE SPINDLE, THE PAIRS ARE PULLED APART DIFFERENTLY.

The 23 remaining chromatids in each nucleus eventually die off.

WHEN THE SPERM AND EGG COME TOGETHER IN PAIRS THERE ARE 2$^{23}$ (8,388,608) POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF CHROMOSOMES. THUS THE CHANCE OF ANY SINGLE SPERM OR EGG CONTAINING ONLY PATERNAL OR MATERNAL CHROMOSOMES IS NEGLIGIBLE. FURTHER DIVERSITY IS AFFORDED THROUGH CROSSOVER LINKAGE IN CHROMOSOMES PRIOR TO DIVISION. WHEN 2 PAIRS OF CHROMOSOMES ARE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY THEY CAN EXCHANGE GENES

MEIOSIS THUS ASSURE COMPLETE MIXING OF THE GENETIC INFORMATION
The following pages are the original real time notes taken during the lectures. As Feynman was having a harder time preparing for the lectures given the developments in the theoretical and experimental physics world, the lectures started to reach a stopping point.

As mentioned before, these raw notes are the working material I started with to transcribe them into a more representative and presentable form. They are crude and maybe be of limited value to the readers very familiar to the subject matter. That said, their value remains in capturing the topics of interest Feynman had as be explored another part of science and nature that was not part of his CalTech program.

In my own case I found the transcription time and effort to become challenging as work demands were increasing. At the time I was working on the Intelsat IV satellite program and we were in integration and testing preparing for the first launch toward the end of 1970/early '71. It was Intelsat IV that carried the live video of Nixon's historic visit to China. As I was helping prepare for launch, several colleagues transported the critical ground station over to China and prepared it for the video relay. Today we take for granted such global communications but 40+ years ago it was "magic" as Sir Arthur Clarke called it.
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46 chromosomes each by pair DNA coming on 23 agametics

cells pairs

Characteristics of heredity

Suppose on a certain protein makes
red flowers in pea plant. gene = live of
information till how much enzymes are

Suppose R gene in complementary pairs.
If no = R gene in both seed chromosomes

appear white

R x R00 R x R10

A', A''

R x R = R00 R x R = R10 not two
red red red white

If red more like red than white, then red is dominant
and white is recessive.

When red read A' and A'' concentration of R and NR
determines what characteristic flower. eg. R x NR = 1/2 strength
so get mixture. :: number recessive gene unknown.

Strong link genes closed together.
Sex determination

In man, there's a determining chromosome which emerges in the same.

- XX female
- XY male

Sex limited inheritances: hemophilia

3 other identical chromosomes

prior reference to Down Syndrome

Sex mutation - nothing happens at maturity

XX Y

X O female, body die in miscarriage usually

XX O female

X Y normal, no physical difference - XX in mutation

XXX (XXX) normal body, female mired

Take mental things, no failure but can't retain

Down syndrome - failure of mental ability impaired
We have just discussed genetics and 2 genes of each kind in higher animals. Haven't discussed Controls on evolution.

- Control -

At least 7 different ways to control reaction:
(1) Slow: Kinetics - Thermodynamics
(2) Allowing - enzyme changes its effectiveness in different circumstances
(3) mRNA amount is controlled
   controlling rate of destruction of enzyme
(4) Control of reading of DNA

Enzyme Reaction:

\[ \text{pyruvate + NAD}^+ \rightarrow \text{lactic acid} + \text{NAD}^+ \]

For this to work NAD+ must bind first and lactic acid is first to leave. NAD+ is in short supply.

If we look about thermodynamics bonding:

\[ E + NAD^+ \rightarrow E + NADH \]

Suppose certain binding energy, E_0 and E_b. Bond as \( E^{-} \) is more likely to bond (P) after

NAD+ already bound to E. Meets energy of P in almost perfect increase.

figure 2 to form E+P+NAD+1, which is bond tighter than it.
2. Allergy.

in manufacture CPT start with asp and carbamyl

feedback

metabolites quantity of E which makes it go

E

CPT attached to neighboring polypeptide chain which distorts catalytic site

inhibition due to product production of CPT
Production of various amino acids

aspartic acid like food stuff for making other
amino acids.

\[ t^{-y^-} \]

\[ E_1, E_2, E_3 \] do same thing

but are different

\[ \text{allester reactions} \]

will turn off met.

\[ \text{one mistake of grade then control cause can't make met.} \]
3. mRNA - Amount

Control amount enzyme manufactured, not known too well

4. Instead of making of DNA

E. coli can live on glucose or galactose, need special enzymes to eat lactose.

pamper lets in, lactose, because plus genes for making enzymes are not in another lac type phenomenon. If live on glucose put in lactose stops growing after while start eating it, starts to make enzymes and not lactose

lactose protein with new protein's from being read - regulating protein, works all together will come off by lactose and permits reading of lactose enzymes.
Chromosomes for bacteria is a circle and seen in electron micrograph.

In bacteria, a short of reading proteins is present. These start from amine and end. Acetylase end attaches to mRNA and from chain, then oxygen allows along and cuts off acet-amino.

2) Structure of TRNA

- Believed AA reads rather than codons.
  - Same in all TRNA and represents universal attachment point in ribosomes.
  - Not single hairpin.
  - This section highly variable.

Amino acid
Control leads to subject of development of embryos. How cells differentiation in early development.

How did all begin

does start with cells etc, no must be answer. try to make maximum amount of stuff needed to get thing start.

Need basic elements but no oxygen cause or would reduce all currents. Ammonia method etc and electricity get amino acids. Need to have something to reproduce itself. Central problem. DNA only post reproduces, looks like it is going to reproduce

What medium reproduces - DNA like or protein

but protein not known to reproduce

DNA-like requires code. How can code evolve

In DNA code not needed for reproduction

need some accident to form sugar phosphate base combination and need supply. But compounds and hard to make.
Mitosis - Retina - Muscles

Last Time: Cell structure

- Nucleus: Nucleolus
- Nucleus membrane in 2 layers

Special Cells

- Retina
  - Sensitive to light. Cells have outer and inner segments.
  - Light must reach outer surface once in many in 0.5 ops eye inverted.
  - Cells come in rods and cones
  - Enzymes observed involved (visual purple)
  - Flagellum may pass information on somehow
  - 1/60 acceleration time need 4-5 photons

- Tantalizing machinery
  - Nucleus
  - Flagellum
  - Centriole
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Antibody Reaction

It happens in mammals trying to fight disease. If large protein molecule enters bloodstream, the antigen is recognized, antibody is produced which attaches to molecule and agglutinates it, i.e. brings together.

Antigen generates antibody, foreign stuff.

If put in rabbit, protein develops antibody will not coagulate different protein. Very little cross-over almost total mode.

Everyone is chemically individual.

What is precise lymph node and spleen make plasma cells. This is precursor cell in immune system. Plasma cells divide and make antimicrobial to make protein and secrete into blood.

If antigen is added into newborn cant make antibody antigen better want produce antibody better. Before we grow but must injected protein divide make antibody and attack your own must know everything must be aware.

How does know not to produce right antibody.

If have more antigen get more antibody. Antigen makes plasma cells.

In summary use to make all antibody but worked on this information.
at newborn sumpex antibod
antigen kill cell precors to antibod bnt
accept cell i.e. so unit kill off own protein
Auto antibod production do opposite

\[ x \neq 1 \]

\[ \text{Sulphy bridgy} \]

\[ \text{Antibody sequence} \]

\[ \text{How precursor know what antigen to produce.} \]
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Fertilization Cell division

After sperm fuses with egg membrane, RNA stored in egg is not synthesized by DNA as it is and rapidly divides in a hour and division continues.

Ball stage blastomere division and undulation starts and forms gastrula and form mesoderm, ectoderm, endoderm.

Mesoderm - muscle

Ectoderm - nerve

Neural tube

Gastrula

Endoderm

Gastrula

Neural tube

Mesoderm

Brain

Other new

Spinal cord
cells can move in fovea, gran cells migrate neural tube
division occurs on inside and attaches to center (yokes)

All differentiation
in what way are cells different chemically
and how do arise, start want make muscles in brain
pattern of organization
How does foot cell is in certain place turn
it into certain thing.

Gastrulation results from rapid cell growth
in inside results in budding.
Cells differ cause make different substances. & all
kinds, DNA replicates, carrying all information.  "and told to
express certain things a message say, you are a
germcell cell. " But goes as suppressor has all info.

\[ x + y = 9 \]
\[ 1.2y + y = 9 \]
\[ x = 1.2 y \]
\[ 4 = \frac{9}{2}x \]
\[ 4 = \frac{9}{2} \]
\[ x = 4.9 \]
\[ y = \#1 \]
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may be some loss of info in adult cell. Cadgole can replicate nucleus from intestine and fertilized egg. New frog developed

parthenogenesis

how does cells differ if all have same DNA. Must be suppressors which are from otoplasm. From frog experiment. Some overlap like egg not intestine.

RNA produced in blastomere.

Control for otoplasm.

When does certain particular protein developed which dust determines growth pattern.

So among:

How cells move around -

Up central nervous system

cells seek out correct morphology or spatial location.
From eyeglasses one controller to tell cell what part to read.

Amniotic metamorphosis
when larva develop lobe ~ 12 imaginal disks = remains in undifferentiated cells like island all over
brain. Enzyme digests itself into food except for disc which starts to divide & grow as expansion
of fluid. By disks, head has 6, near end, swing

How nerve cells grow?
As new fibers grow like honeycomb or is it organized.
Brain is organized. When things need to be very specific
they are like the eye.

How does nerve know where to go? Special protein
for each position rather than gradient.
Skin mild — social amoeba
after eat all food join together 10 to 10^5
eventually form food mass to
form hollow tube.

How do come together? end
substance and attract each other
Cyclic AMP and blow away
to green area.

Epinephrine (adrenaline) supplies energy fast.